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…why didn’t it mutually destruct?
…why is there anything left?



Matter and the Universe

> 40 orders of magnitude
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Catch 22:
There’s a limit to what wee e s a t to at e
can see with our eye

To look at smaller
things we need
to use instrumentsto use instruments
that can “extend” 
our vision



The problem is the wavelength p g
of light compared with the size of
what you’re trying to look at
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…and the nature of matter





NEW
A Very Short Introduction Coming out in December 

More in Vsi

NEW

And particle odyssey



Particles in Three MinutesParticles in Three Minutes

A quick survey of how we got hereA quick survey of how we got here….

d h thi k ’ i t….and where we think we’re going next.
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The heart of matterThe heart of matter 
in 1955 
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1955 ELECTROMAGNETIC force binds electrons       
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atom

STRONG force binds nucleusSTRONG force binds nucleus

WEAK force = radioactivity                  



Cosmic Rays had revealed STRANGE particlesCosmic Rays had revealed STRANGE particles



1955 CERN accelerators replicate cosmic rays on Earth…

..record the images and reveal the real heart of matter…. 

…..the beginnings of modern high energy particle physics        



The heart of matterThe heart of matter 
in 2005 
(and even in 2006 !)                                
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2005 ELECTROweak force binds electrons                  
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Higgs Bosongg
Supersymmetry
Nature of Reality
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…and patterns (that change)




